The Respect Wheel offers questions to consider and ask when engaging in online interactions, especially as a journalist, researcher, or academic. When using the Respect Wheel keep in mind the Internet is an incredibly fast-paced space. Articles, media and blogging online utilize citation (or don’t) in ways that often move as quickly as the Internet. This guide is intended to help creators slow down and consider the ways they cite and utilize information both on and off the web. Any educator, social media user, researcher, artist and/or writer could benefit from taking the time to consider these questions when utilizing citation in their work, particularly if it comes from marginalized individuals and/or communities. The best practices of citation include constant consent, ever-changing consent, a right to revoke said practices of citation include constant consent, particularly if it comes from marginalized communities. The best way to protect those you cite or use for shaping a project from a potential negative impact that falls upon those in marginalized communities?
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Modeled from the popular Power & Control Wheels that have been created for discussing domestic and intimate partner violence, we extend those conversations to the violence we have experienced and survived online. We have described the violence we have experienced and seen online.
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